
Notes from the 9/27/2013 Meeting of the Executive Committee and the President

HLC timeline and targeted follow up:
 Visit in February
 Report draft usually arrives 30-60 days after visit (April)
 We normally have 30 days or so to respond to facts (May/June)

There may be a possibility of moving from a 5 year strategic planning cycle to a 3 year  cycle 
to better respond to rapid environmental changes.

On the Forums:
Should we reduce the frequency to 1 per semester, possibly with a followup if necessary?

It would be helpful to have the November forum tie into HLC somehow - that would help faculty 
be better informed for the visit if there was information/discussion before the winter break.
 
We should tout some of the changes that have come out at the forum (tuition waiver for 
dependents, stipend, $40k for travel)

There may be future consideration of a university incentive funding process (SE set aside dollar 
amount for faculty/staff research/travel and creative projects, etc.).

On “identifying and training the generation of Southeastern leaders” - this is a concrete and very 
real issue.  Looking at the administrative manning tables in say the 2015-2020 time period there 
are going to be a number of retirements in important positions, and these people will need to be 
replaced. (Note: we briefly discussed the possibility of doing this on the faculty/departmental 
side and have made that a charge for Planning).

On “transforming the university” - the HLC visit is going to give us the widest and deepest 
assessment of where SE stands (both in terms of the self-study and the actual report from HLC) - 
this will help determine what we need to be focusing on going forward.  The post-HLC visit 
period is the “next planning phase” for SE, and the internal changes we’ve encouraged and 
undergone should help us quickly move in the new long-term directions highlighted by the HLC 
report.


